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Abstract

This papers presents a detailed analysis of pseudocodewords of Tanner graphs. Pseudocodewords arising on

the iterative decoder’s computation tree are distinguished from pseudocodewords arising on finite degree lifts.

Lower bounds on the minimum pseudocodeword weight are presented for the BEC, BSC, and AWGN channel.

Some structural properties of pseudocodewords are examined, and pseudocodewords and graph properties that

are potentially problematic with min-sum iterative decoding are identified. An upper bound on the minimum

degree lift needed to realize a particular irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodeword is given in terms of its

maximal component, and it is shown that all irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodewords have components

upper bounded by a finite valuet that is dependent on the graph structure. Examples and different Tanner graph

representations of individual codes are examined and the resulting pseudocodeword distributions and iterative

decoding performances are analyzed. The results obtained provide some insights in relating the structure of

the Tanner graph to the pseudocodeword distribution and suggest ways of designing Tanner graphs with good

minimum pseudocodeword weight.

Index Terms

Low density parity check codes, pseudocodewords, iterative decoding, min-sum iterative decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

Iterative decoders have gained widespread attention due totheir remarkable performance in decoding LDPC

codes. However, analyzing their performance on finite length LDPC constraint graphs has nevertheless re-

mained a formidable task. Wiberg’s dissertation [1] was among the earliest works in characterizing iterative
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decoder convergence on finite-length LDPC constraint graphs or Tanner graphs. Both [1] and [2] examine the

convergence behavior of themin-sumiterative decoder [3] on cycle codes, a special class of LDPCcodes

having only degree two variable nodes, and they provide somenecessary and sufficient conditions for the

decoder to converge. Analogous works in [4] and [5] explain the behavior of iterative decoders using the lifts

of the base Tanner graph. The common underlying idea in all these works is the role ofpseudocodewordsin

determining decoder convergence.

Pseudocodewords of a Tanner graph play an analogous role in determining convergence of an iterative decoder

as codewordsdo for a maximum likelihood decoder. The error performance of a decoder can be computed

analytically using the distance distribution of the codewords in the code. Similarly, an iterative decoder’s

performance may be characterized by the pseudocodeword distance. Distance reduces toweight with respect

to the all-zero codeword. Thus, in the context of iterative decoding, a minimum weight pseudocodeword [4] is

more fundamental than a minimum weight codeword. In this paper we present lower bounds on the minimum

pseudocodeword weightwmin for the BSC and AWGN channel, and further, we bound the minimum weight

of goodandbad pseudocodewords separately.

Paper [5] characterizes the set of pseudocodewords in termsof a polytope that includes pseudocodewords that

are realizable on finite degree graph covers of the base Tanner graph, but does not include all pseudocodewords

that can arise on the decoder’scomputation tree[1], [6]. In this paper, we investigate the usefulness of the

graph-covers-polytope definition of [5], with respect to the min-sum iterative decoder, in characterizing the set

of pseudocodewords of a Tanner graph. In particular, we giveexamples of computation trees that have several

pseudocodeword configurations that may be bad for iterativedecoding whereas the corresponding polytopes of

these graph do not contain these bad pseudocodewords. We note however that this does not mean the polytope

definition of pseudocodewords is inaccurate; rather, it is exact for the case of linear programming decoding

[7], but incomplete for min-sum iterative decoding.

As any pseudocodeword is a convex linear combination of a finite number ofirreduciblepseudocodewords,

characterizing irreducible pseudocodewords is sufficientto describe the set of all pseudocodewords that can

arise. It can be shown that the weight of any pseudocodeword is lower bounded by the minimum weight of its

constituent irreducible pseudocodewords, implying that the irreducible pseudocodewords are the ones that are

more likely to cause the decoder to fail to converge. We therefore examine the smallest lift degree needed to

realize irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodewords. A bound on the minimum lift degree needed to realize a

given pseudocodeword is given in terms of its maximal component. We show that all lift-realizable irreducible

pseudocodewords cannot have any component larger than somefinite numbert which depends on the structure

of the graph. Examples of graphs with knownt-values are presented.

The results presented in the paper are highlighted through several examples. These include an LDPC

constraint graph having all pseudocodewords with weight atleastdmin, an LDPC constraint graph with both
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good and low-weight (strictly less thandmin) bad pseudocodewords, and an LDPC constraint graph with all

bad non-codeword-pseudocodewords. Furthermore, different graph representations of individual codes such as

the [7, 4, 3] and [15, 11, 3] Hamming codes are examined in order to understand what structural properties

in the Tanner graph are important for the design of good LDPC codes. We observe that despite a very

small girth, redundancy in the Tanner graph representations of these examples can improve the distribution of

pseudocodewords in the graph and hence, iterative decodingperformance.

This paper is organized as follows. Definitions and terminology are introduced in Section 2. Lower bounds

on the pseudocodeword weight of lift-realizable pseudocodewords are derived in Section 3, and a bound on the

minimum lift degree needed to realize a particular lift-realizable irreducible pseudocodeword is given. Section

4 presents examples of codes to illustrate the different types of pseudocodewords that can arise depending on

the graph structure. Section 5 analyzes the structure of pseudocodewords realizable in lifts of general Tanner

graphs. Finally, the importance of the graph representation chosen to represent a code is highlighted in Section

6, where the [7,4,3] and [15,11,3] Hamming codes are used as case studies. Section 7 summarizes the results

and concludes the paper. For readability, the proofs are given in the appendix.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we establish the necessary terminology and notation that will be used in this paper, including

an overview of pseudocodeword interpretations, iterativedecoding algorithms, and pseudocodeword weights.

Let G = (V,U ;E) be a bipartite graph comprising of vertex setsV and U , of sizesn andm, respectively,

and edgesE ⊂ {(v, u)| v ∈ V, u ∈ U}. Let G represent a binary LDPC codeC with minimum distancedmin.

ThenG is called a Tanner graph (or, LDPC constraint graph) ofC. The vertices inV are calledvariablenodes

and represent the codebits of the LDPC code and the vertices in U are calledconstraintnodes and represent

the constraints imposed on the codebits of the LDPC code.

Definition 2.1: A codewordc in an LDPC codeC represented by a Tanner graphG is a binary assignment

to the variable nodes ofG such that every constraint node is connected to an even number of variable nodes

having value 1, i.e., all the parity check constraints are satisfied.

A. Pseudocodewords

1) Computation Tree Interpretation:Wiberg originally formulated pseudocodewords in terms of the compu-

tation tree, as described in [1], and this work was extended by Frey et al in [6]. LetC(G) be the computation

tree, corresponding to themin-sumiterative decoder, of the base LDPC constraint graphG [1]. The tree is

formed by enumerating the Tanner graph from an arbitrary variable node, called theroot of the tree, down

through the desired number of layers corresponding to decoding iterations. A computation tree enumerated for

ℓ iterations and having variable nodevi acting as the root node of the tree is denoted byCi(G)ℓ. The shape
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Fig. 1. A graph and its computation tree after two iterationsof message passing.

of the computation tree is dependent on the scheduling of message passing used by the iterative decoder on

the Tanner graphG. In Figure 1, the computation treeC2(G)2 is shown for the flooding schedule [8]. (The

variable nodes are the shaded circles and the constraint nodes are the square boxes.) Since iterative decoding

is exact on cycle-free graphs, the computation tree is a valuable tool in the exact analysis of iterative decoding

on finite-length LDPC codes with cycles.

A binary assignment to all the variable nodes in the computation tree is said to bevalid if every constraint

node in the tree is connected to an even number of variable nodes having value 1. A codewordc in the

original Tanner graphG corresponds to a valid assignment on the computation tree, where for eachi, all

nodes representingvi in the computation tree are assigned the same value. A pseudocodewordp, on the

other hand, is a valid assignment on the computation tree, where for eachi, the nodes representingvi in the

computation tree need not be assigned the same value.

For a computation treeC(G), we define a local configuration at a checkuj in the original Tanner graphG

as the average of the local codeword configurations at all copies of uj on C(G). A valid binary assignment

on C(G) is said to beconsistentif all the local configurations are consistent. That is, if a variable nodevi

participates in constraint nodesua andub, then the coordinates that correspond tovi in the local configurations

at ua and ub, respectively, are the same. It can be shown that a consistent valid binary assignment on the

computation tree is a pseudocodeword that also lies in the polytope of [5] (see equation 3), and therefore

realizable on a lift-graph ofG. A consistent valid binary assignment onC(G) also has a compact lengthn

vector representationp = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) such that if a check nodeua has variable nodesva1
, va2

, . . . , var
as

its neighbors, then projectingp onto the coordinatesa1, a2, . . . , ar yields the local configuration ofua on the

computation treeC(G). An inconsistent but valid binary assignment onC(G) on the other hand has no such
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p = (1/2, 1/4, 1/4)p = (1, 1, 0)

G 
(base graph) (a degree 4 cover)

G

c = (1,1,0,0, 1,0,0,0, 0,1,0,0)c = (1,1,1,1, 1,1,1,1, 0,0,0,0)

Fig. 2. A pseudocodeword in the base graph (or a valid codeword in a lift).

compact vector representation. The computation tree therefore contains pseudocodewords some of which lie

in the polytope of [5] and some of which that do not.

2) Graph Covers Definition:A degreeℓ cover (or, lift) Ĝ of G is defined in the following manner:

Definition 2.2: A finite degreeℓ cover of G = (V,U ;E) is a bipartite graphĜ where for each vertex

xi ∈ V ∪ U , there is acloud X̂i = {x̂i1 , x̂i2 , . . . , x̂iℓ
} of vertices in Ĝ, with deg(xij

) = deg(xi) for all

1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and for every(xi, xj) ∈ E, there areℓ edges fromX̂i to X̂j in Ĝ connected in a1 − 1 manner.

Figure 2 shows a base graphG and a degree four cover ofG.

A codewordĉ in a lift graphĜ of a Tanner graphG is defined analogously as in Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.3: Suppose that̂c = (ĉ1,1, ĉ1,2, . . . , ĉ1,ℓ, ĉ2,1, . . . , ĉ2,ℓ, . . . ) is a codeword in the Tanner grapĥG

representing a degreeℓ lift of G. A pseudocodewordp of G is a vector(p1, p2, . . . , pn) obtained by reducing

a codeword̂c, of the code in the lift grapĥG, in the following way:

ĉ = (ĉ1,1, . . . , ĉ1,ℓ, ĉ2,1, . . . , ĉ2,ℓ, . . . ) → (ĉ1,1+ ĉ1,2+· · ·+ ĉ1,ℓ, ĉ2,1+ ĉ2,2+· · ·+ ĉ2,ℓ, . . . ) = (p1, p2, . . . , pn)=p,

wherepi = (ĉi,1 + ĉi,2 + · · · + ĉi,ℓ).

Note that each component of the pseudocodeword is merely thenumber of 1-valued variable nodes in the

corresponding variable cloud of̂G, and that any codewordc is trivially a pseudocodeword asc is a valid

codeword configuration in a degree-one lift. Pseudocodewords as in this definition are calledlift-realizable

pseudocodewords and also asunscaled pseudocodewordsin [9]. We will use this definition of pseudocodewords

throughout the paper unless mentioned otherwise.

Remark 2.1:It can be shown that that the components of a lift-realizablepseudocodeword satisfy the

following set of inequalities. At every constraint nodeui, that is connected to variable nodesvi1 , vi2 , . . . , vir
,
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the pseudocodeword components satisfy

pi1 ≤ pi2 + pi3 + · · · + pir

pi2 ≤ pi1 + pi3 + · · · + pir

...

pir
≤ pi1 + pi2 + · · · + pir−1

(1)

Definition 2.4: A pseudocodeword that does not correspond to a codeword in the base Tanner graph is called

a non-codeword pseudocodeword, ornc-pseudocodeword, for short.

3) Polytope Representation:The set of all pseudocodewords associated with a given Tanner graphG has

an elegant geometric description [5], [7]. In [5], Koetter and Vontobel characterize the set of pseudocodewords

via the fundamental cone. For each parity checkj of degreeδj , let Cj denote the(δj , δj − 1, 2) simple parity

check code, and letPδj
be a2δj−1 × δj matrix with the rows being the codewords ofCj . The fundamental

polytope at checkj of a Tanner graphG is then defined as:

PGC(Cj) = {ω ∈ Rδj : ω = xPδj
, x ∈ R2δj−1

, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,
∑

i

xi = 1}, (2)

and thefundamental polytope ofG is defined as:

PGC(G) = {ω ∈ Rn : ωN(j) ∈ PGC(Cj), j = 1, . . . ,m}, (3)

We use the superscript GC to refer to pseudocodewords arising from graph covers and the notationωN(j)

to denote the vectorω restricted to the coordinates of the neighbors of checkcj . The fundamental polytope

gives a compact characterization of all possible lift-realizable pseudocodewords of a given Tanner graphG.

Removing multiplicities of vectors, thefundamental coneF (G) associated withG is obtained as:

F (G) = {µω ∈ Rn : ω ∈ PGC(G), µ ≥ 0}.

A lift-realizable pseudocodewordp as in Definition 2.3 corresponds to a point in the graph-covers polytope

PGC(G).

In [7], Feldman also uses a polytope to characterize the pseudocodewords in linear programming (LP)

decoding and this polytope has striking similarities with the polytope of [5]. LetE(Cj) denote the set of all

configurations that satisfy the codeCj (as defined above). Then thefeasible setof the LP decoder is given by:

PLP (G) = {c ∈ Rn : xj ∈ R2δj−1

,
∑

S∈E(Cj)

xj,S = 1, ci =
∑

S∈E(Cj), i∈S

xj,S ∀i ∈ N(j),

0 ≤ xj,S ≤ 1, ∀S ∈ E(Cj), j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}}

Remark 2.2:It can be shown that the polytopes of [5] and [7] are identical, i.e., PGC(G) = PLP (G) [10].
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v9v8v7v6v5v4v3v2v1v0

S = {   ,   ,   ,  }v0 v1 v3 v
5

Fig. 3. A stopping setS = {v0, v1, v3, v5} in G.

Definition 2.5: The supportof a vectorx = (x1, . . . , xn), denotedsupp(x), is the set of indicesi where

xi 6= 0.

Definition 2.6: [11] A stopping setin G is a subsetS of V where for eachs ∈ S, every neighbor ofs is

connected toS at least twice.

The size of a stopping setS is equal to the number of elements inS. A stopping set is said to beminimal

if there is no smaller sized nonempty stopping set containedwithin it. The smallest minimal stopping set is

called aminimumstopping set, and its size is denoted bysmin. Note that a minimum stopping set is not

necessarily unique. Figure 3 shows a stopping set in the graph. Observe that{v4, v7, v8} and{v3, v5, v9} are

two minimum stopping sets of sizesmin = 3, whereas{v0, v1, v3, v5} is a minimal stopping set of size 4.

On the erasure channel, pseudocodewords ofG are essentially stopping sets inG [4], [5], [7] and thus, the

non-convergence of the iterative decoder is attributed to the presence of stopping sets. Moreover, any stopping

set can potentially prevent the iterative decoder from converging.

One useful observation is that that the support of a lift-realizable pseudocodeword as in Definition 2.3 forms

a stopping set inG. This is also implied in [5] and [7].

Lemma 2.1:The support of a lift-realizable pseudocodewordp of G is the incidence vector of a stopping

set inG.

Definition 2.7: A pseudocodewordp = (p1, . . . , pn) is irreducible if it cannot be written as a sum of two

or more codewords or pseudocodewords.

Note that irreducible pseudocodewords are calledminimal pseudocodewords in [5] as they correspond to

vertices of the polytopePGC(G), and in the scaled definition of pseudocodewords in [5], any pseudocodeword

is a convex linear combination of these irreducible pseudocodewords. We will see in subsequent sections that

the irreducible pseudocodewords, as defined above, are the ones that can potentially cause the min-sum decoder

to fail to converge.
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B. Pseudocodewords and Iterative Decoding Behavior

The feature that makes LDPC codes attractive is the existence of computationally simple decoding algorithms.

These algorithms either converge iteratively to a sub-optimal solution that may or may not be the maximum

likelihood solution, or do not converge at all. The most common of these algorithms are the min-sum (MS) and

the sum-product (SP) algorithms [3], [12]. These two algorithms are graph-based message-passing algorithms

applied on the LDPC constraint graph. More recently, linearprogramming (LP) decoding has been applied to

decode LDPC codes. Although LP decoding is more complex, it has the advantage that when it decodes to a

codeword, the codeword is guaranteed to be the maximum-likelihood codeword (see [7]).

A message-passing decoder exchanges messages along the edges of the code’s constraint graph. For binary

LDPC codes, the variable nodes assume the values one or zero;hence, a message can be represented either

as the probability vector[p0, p1], wherep0 is the probability that the variable node assumes a value of0, and

p1 is the probability that the variable node assumes a value of1, or as a log-likelihood ratio (LLR)log(p0

p1
),

in which case the domain of the message is the entire real lineR.

Let c = (c1, . . . , cn) be a codeword and letw = (w1, . . . , wn) be the input to the decoder from the

channel. That is, the log-likelihood ratios (LLR’s) from the channel for the codebitsv1, . . . , vn arew1, . . . , wn,

respectively. Then the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) decoder estimates the codeword

c∗ = arg min
c∈C

(c1w1 + c2w2 + · · · + cnwn) = arg min
c∈C

cwT .

Let P be the set of all pseudocodewords (including all codewords)of the graphG. Then the graph-based

min-sum (MS) decoder essentially estimates [5]

x∗ = arg min
x∈P

xwT .

We will refer to the dot productxwT as thecost-functionof the vectorx with respect to the channel input vector

w. Thus, the ML decoder estimates the codeword with the lowestcost whereas the sub-optimal graph-based

iterative MS decoder estimates the pseudocodeword with thelowest cost.

The SP decoder, like the MS decoder, is also a message passingdecoder that operates on the constraint graph

of the LDPC code. It is more accurate than the MS decoder as it takes into account all pseudocodewords of

the given graph in its estimate. However, it is still sub-optimal compared to the ML decoder. Thus, its estimate

may not not always correspond to a single codeword (as the ML decoder), or a single pseudocodeword (as the

MS decoder). A complete description, along with the update rules, of the MS and SP decoders may be found

in [3].

In this paper we will focus our attention on the graph-based min-sum (MS) iterative decoder, since it is

easier to analyze than the sum-product (SP) decoder. The following definition characterizes the iterative decoder

behavior, providing conditions when the MS decoder may failto converge to a valid codeword.
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Definition 2.8: [2] A pseudocodewordp=(p1, p2, . . . , pn) is good if for all input weight vectorsw =

(w1, w2, . . . , wn) to the min-sum iterative decoder, there is a codewordc that has lower overall cost than

p, i.e., cwT < pwT .

Definition 2.9: A pseudocodewordp is bad if there is a weight vectorw such that for all codewordsc,

cwT > pwT .

Note that a pseudocodeword that is bad on one channel is not necessarily bad on other channels since the set

of weight vectorsw that are possible depends on the channel.

Suppose the all-zeros codeword is the maximum-likelihood (ML) codeword for an input weight vectorw,

then all non-zero codewordsc have a positive cost, i.e.,cwT > 0. In the case where the all-zeros codeword is

the ML codeword, it is equivalent to say that a pseudocodeword p is bad if there is a weight vectorw such

that for all codewordsc, cwT ≥ 0 but pwT < 0.

As in classical coding where the distance between codewordsaffects error correction capabilities, the distance

between pseudocodewords affects iterative decoding capabilities. Analogous to the classical case, the distance

between a pseudocodeword and the all-zeros codeword is captured by weight. The weight of a pseudocodeword

depends on the channel, as noted in the following definition.

Definition 2.10: [4] Let p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) be a pseudocodeword of the codeC represented by the Tanner

graphG, and lete be the smallest number such that the sum of thee largestpi’s is at least
P

n
i=1

pi

2 . Then the

weightof p is:

• wBEC(p) = | supp(p)| for the binary erasure channel (BEC);

• wBSC(p) for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) is:

wBSC(p) =







2e, if
∑

e pi =
P

n
i=1

pi

2

2e − 1, if
∑

e pi >
P

n

i=1
pi

2

,

where
∑

e pi is the sum of thee largestpi’s.

• wAWGN (p) = (p1+p2+···+pn)2

(p2
1+p2

2+···+p2
n) for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

Note that the weight of a pseudocodeword ofG reduces to the traditional Hamming weight when the

pseudocodeword is a codeword ofG, and that the weight is invariant under scaling of a pseudocodeword. The

minimumpseudocodeword weight ofG is the minimum weight over all pseudocodewords ofG and is denoted

by wBEC
min for the BEC (and likewise, for other channels).

Remark 2.3:The definition of pseudocodeword and pseudocodeword weights are the same for general-

ized Tanner graphs, wherein the constraint nodes representsubcodes instead of simple parity-check nodes.

The difference is that as the constraints impose more conditions to be satisfied, there are fewer possible

nc-pseudocodewords. Therefore, a code represented by an LDPC constraint graph having stronger subcode

constraints will have a larger minimum pseudocodeword weight than a code represented by the same LDPC

constraint graph having weaker subcode constraints.
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C. Graph-Covers-Polytope Approximation

In this section, we examine the graph-covers-polytope definition of [5] in characterizing the set of pseu-

docodewords of a Tanner graph with respect to min-sum iterative decoding. Consider the[4, 1, 4]-repetition

code which has a Tanner graph representation as shown in Figure 4. The corresponding computation tree for

three iterations of message passing is also shown in the figure. The only lift-realizable pseudocodewords for this

graph are(0, 0, 0, 0) and(k, k, k, k), for some positive integerk; thus, this graph has no nc-pseudocodewords.

Even on the computation tree, the only valid assignment assigns the same value for all the nodes on the

computation tree. Therefore, there are no nc-pseudocodewords on the graph’s computation tree as well.

v1

v2 v4

v3

u3

u1

u2

u4

u1 u4

v1

v2 v4

v3 v3

u2 u3

v4 v2

u3 u2

Fig. 4. A Tanner graph and computation tree (CT) for the [4,1,4] repetition code.

Suppose we add a redundant check node to the graph, then we obtain a new LDPC constraint graph, shown

in Figure 5, for the same code. Even on this graph, the only lift realizable pseudocodewords are(0, 0, 0, 0)

and (k, k, k, k), for some positive integerk. Therefore the polytope of [5] contains(0, 0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1, 1)

as the vertex points and has no bad pseudocodewords (as in Definition 2.9). However, on the computation tree,

there are several valid assignments that do not have an equivalent representation in the graph-covers-polytope.

The assignment where all nodes on the computation tree are assigned the same value, say1, (as highlighted

in Figure 5) corresponds to a codeword in the code. For this assignment on the computation tree, the local

configuration at checku1 is (1,1) corresponding to(v1, v2), at checku2 it is (1, 1) corresponding to(v2, v3),

at checku3 it is (1, 1) corresponding to(v3, v4), at checku4 it is (1, 1) corresponding to(v1, v4), and at check

u5 it is (1, 1, 1, 1) corresponding to(v1, v2, v3, v4). Thus, the pseudocodeword vector(1, 1, 1, 1) corresponding

to (v1, v2, v3, v4) is consistent locally with all the local configurations at the individual check nodes.

However, an assignment where some nodes are assigned different values compared to the rest (as highlighted

in Figure 6) corresponds to a nc pseudocodeword on the Tannergraph. For the assignment shown in Figure 6,

the local configuration at checku1 is (1, 1), corresponding to(v1, v2), as there are two check nodesu1 in
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the computation tree with(1, 1) as the local codeword at each of them. Similarly, the local configuration at

checku2 is (2/3, 2/3), corresponding to(v2, v3), as there are threeu2 nodes on the computation tree, two

of which have(1, 1) as the local codeword and the third has(0, 0) as the local codeword. Similarly, the

local configuration at checku3 is (1/3, 1/3) corresponding to(v3, v4), the local configuration at checku4 is

(1/2, 1/2) corresponding to(v1, v4), and the local configuration at checku5 is (1/3, 1, 0, 2/3) corresponding

to (v1, v2, v3, v4). Thus, there is no pseudocodeword vector that is consistentlocally with all the above local

configurations at the individual check nodes.

Clearly, as the computation tree grows with the number of decoding iterations, the number of nc-pseudocodewords

in the graph grows exponentially with the depth of the tree. Thus, even in the simple case of the repetition

code, the graph-covers-polytope of [5] fails to capture allmin-sum-iterative-decoding-pseudocodewords of a

Tanner graph.
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u1 u4
u1 u4

v1

v2 v3 v4 v4v2

u5

u2 u1 u2 u3 u4u3 u3 u5u2u5

v1 v4v3 v3 v3v1 v2v4 v1v3 v3v2v3v1

Fig. 5. Modified Tanner graph and CT for the [4,1,4] repetition code.
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u4
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u2 u5u5
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u1

v1

v

u2

2

u1

Fig. 6. Modified Tanner graph and CT for the [4,1,4] repetition code.

Figure 7 shows the performance of MS iterative decoding on the constraint graphs of Figures 4 and 5

when simulated over the binary input additive white Gaussian noise channel (BIAWGNC) with signal to noise

ratio Eb/No. The ML performance of the code is also shown as reference. With a maximum of104 decoding

iterations, the performance obtained by the iterative decoder on the single cycle constraint graph of Figure 4 is

the same as the optimal ML performance (the two curves are oneon top of the other), thereby confirming that
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the graph has no nc-pseudocodewords. The iterative decoding performance deteriorates when a new degree

four check node is introduced as in Figure 5. (A significant fraction of detected errors, i.e., errors due to the

decoder not being able to converge to any valid codeword within 104 iterations, were obtained upon simulation

of this new graph.)
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[4,1,4] Repetition Code

original representation (single cycle)
new representation (new deg 4 check)
ML decoding

(10000 decoding iterations) 

Fig. 7. Performance of different representations of [4,1,4] repetition code over the BIAWGNC.

This example illustrates that the polytopePGC(G) does not capture the entire set of MS pseudocodewords

on the computation tree. In general, we state the following results:

Claim 2.1: A bipartite graphG representing an LDPC codeC contains no irreducible nc-pseudocodewords

on the computation treeC(G) of any depth if and only if either (i)G is a tree, or (ii)G contains only degree

two check nodes.

Claim 2.2: A bipartite graphG representing an LDPC codeC contains either exactly one or zero irreducible

lift-realizable nc-pseudocodewords if either (i)G is a tree, or (ii) there is at least one path between any two

variable nodes inG that traverses only via check nodes having degree two.

Note that condition (ii) in Claim 2.2 states that if there is at least one path between every pair of variable

nodes that has only degree two check nodes, thenG contains at most one irreducible lift-realizable nc-

pseudocodeword. However, condition (ii) in Claim 2.1 requires thatevery path between every pair of variable

nodes has only degree two check nodes.
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For the rest of the paper, unless otherwise mentioned, we will restrict our analysis of pseudocodewords to

the set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords as they have an elegant mathematical description in terms of the

polytopePGC(G) that makes the analysis tractable.

III. B OUNDS ON MINIMAL PSEUDOCODEWORD WEIGHTS

In this section, we derive lower bounds on the pseudocodeword weight for the BSC and AWGN channel,

following Definition 2.10. The support size of a pseudocodewordp has been shown to upper bound its weight

on the BSC/AWGN channel [4]. Hence, from Lemma 2.1, it follows thatwBSC/AWGN
min ≤ smin. We establish

the following lower bounds for the minimum pseudocodeword weight:

Theorem 3.1:Let G be a regular bipartite graph with girthg and smallest left degreed. Then the minimal

pseudocodeword weight is lower bounded by

w
BSC/AWGN
min ≥







1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4 , g
2 odd

1 + d + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−8

4 + (d − 1)
g−4

4 , g
2 even

.

Note that this lower bound holds analogously for the minimumdistancedmin of G [13], and also for the size

of the smallest stopping set,smin, in a graph with girthg and smallest left degreed [14].

For generalized LDPC codes, wherein the right nodes inG of degreek represent constraints of a[k, k′, ǫk]

sub-code1, the above result is extended as:

Theorem 3.2:Let G be ak-right-regular bipartite graph with girthg and smallest left degreed and let the

right nodes represent constraints of a[k, k′, ǫk] subcode, and letx = (ǫk − 1). Then:

w
BSC/AWGN
min ≥







1 + dx + d(d − 1)x2 + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4 x
g−2

4 , g
2 odd

1 + dx + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−8

4 x
g−4

4 + (d − 1)
g−4

4 x
g

4 , g
2 even

.

Definition 3.1: A stopping set for a generalized LDPC code using[k, k′, ǫk] sub-code constraints may be

defined as a set of variable nodesS whose neighbors are each connected at leastǫk times toS in G.

This definition makes sense since an optimal decoder on an erasure channel can recover at mostǫk − 1

erasures in a linear code of lengthk and minimum distanceǫk. Thus if all constraint nodes are connected to

a setS, of variable nodes, at leastǫk times, and if all the bits inS are erased, then the iterative decoder will

not be able to recover any erasure bit inS. Note that Definition 3.1 assumes there are no idle components

in the subcode, i.e. components that are zero in all the codewords of the subcode. For the above definition

of a stopping set in a generalized Tanner graph, the lower bound holds forsmin also. That is, the minimum

1Note thatǫk and ǫ are the minimum distance and the relative minimum distance,respectively of the sub-code.
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stopping set sizesmin in a k-right-regular bipartite graphG with girth g and smallest left degreed, wherein

the right nodes represent constraints of a[k, k′, ǫk] subcode with no idle components, is lower bounded as:

smin ≥







1 + dx + d(d − 1)x2 + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4 x
g−2

4 , g
2 odd

1 + dx + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−8

4 x
g−4

4 + (d − 1)
g−4

4 x
g

4 , g
2 even

,

wherex = (ǫk − 1).

The max-fractional weightof a vectorx = [x1, . . . , xn] is defined aswmax−frac(x) =
P

n

i=1
xi

maxi xi
. The max-

fractional weight of pseudocodewords in LP decoding (see [7]) characterizes the performance of the LP

decoder, similar to the role of the pseudocodeword weight inMS decoding. It is worth noting that for any

pseudocodewordp, the pseudocodeword weight ofp on the BSC and AWGN channel relates to the max-

fractional weight ofp as follows:

Lemma 3.1:For any pseudocodewordp, wBSC/AWGN (p) ≥ wmax−frac(p).

It follows that w
BSC/AWGN
min ≥ dmax

frac, the max-fractional distance which is the minimum max-fractional

weight over allp. Consequently, the bounds established in [7] fordmax
frac are also lower bounds forwmin. One

such bound is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3:(Feldman [7]) Letdeg−l (respectively,deg−r ) denote the smallest left degree (respectively,

right degree) in a bipartite graphG. Let G be a factor graph withdeg−l ≥ 3, deg−r ≥ 2, and girth g, with

g > 4. Then

dmax
frac ≥ (deg−l − 1)⌈

g

4
⌉−1.

Corollary 3.4: Let G be a factor graph withdeg−l ≥ 3, deg−r ≥ 2, and girthg, with g > 4. Then

w
BSC/AWGN
min ≥ (deg−l − 1)⌈

g

4
⌉−1.

Note that Corollary 3.4, which is essentially the result obtained in Theorem 3.1, makes sense due to the

equivalence between the LP polytope and GC polytope (see Section 2).

Recall that any pseudocodeword can be expressed as a sum of irreducible pseudocodewords, and further, that

the weight of any pseudocodeword is lower bounded by the smallest weight of its constituent pseudocodewords.

Therefore, given a graphG, it is useful to find the smallest lift degree needed to realize all irreducible lift-

realizable pseudocodewords (and hence, also all minimum weight pseudocodewords).

One parameter of interest is the maximum componentt which can occur in any irreducible lift-realizable

pseudocodeword of a given graphG, i.e., if a pseudocodewordp has a component larger thant, thenp is

reducible.

Definition 3.2: Let G be a Tanner graph. Then the maximum component value an irreducible pseudocode-

word of G can have is called thet-valueof G, and will be denoted byt.
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We first show that for any finite bipartite graph, the following holds:

Theorem 3.5:Every finite bipartite graphG representing a finite length LDPC code has a finitet.

Theorem 3.6:Let G be an LDPC constraint graph with largest right degreed+
r andt-valuet . That is, any

irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodewordp = (p1, . . . , pn) of G has0 ≤ pi ≤ t, for i = 1, . . . , n. Then the

smallest lift degreemmin needed to realize all irreducible pseudocodewords ofG satisfies

mmin ≤ max
uj

∑

vi∈N(uj)
pi

2
≤

td+
r

2
,

where the maximum is over all check nodesuj in the graph andN(uj) denotes the variable node neighbors

of uj .

If such at is known, then Theorem 3.6 may be used to obtain the smallest lift degree needed to realize all

irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodewords. This has great practical implications, for an upper bound on the

lift degree needed to obtain a pseudocodeword of minimum weight would significantly lower the complexity

of determining the minimum pseudocodeword weightwmin.

Corollary 3.7: If p is any lift-realizable pseudocodeword andb is the maximum component, then the smallest

lift degree needed to realizep is at mostbd
+
r

2 .

Example 3.1:Some graphs with knownt-values are:t ≤ 2 for cycle codes [1], [2],t = 1 for LDPC

codes whose Tanner graphs are trees, andt ≤ 2 for LDPC graphs having a single cycle, andt ≤ s for tail-

biting trellis codes represented on Tanner-Wiberg-Loeliger graphs [1] with state-space sizess1, . . . , sm and

s = max{s1, . . . , sm}.

We now bound the weight of a pseudocodewordp based on its maximal component valuet and its support

size | supp(p)|.

Lemma 3.2:Suppose in an LDPC constraint graphG every irreducible lift-realizable pseudocodewordp =

(p1, p2, . . . , pn) with support setV has components0 ≤ pi ≤ t, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then: (a) wAWGN (p) ≥

2t2

(1+t2)(t−1)+2t |V |, and(b) wBSC(p) ≥ 1
t |V |.

For many graphs, thet-value may be small and this makes the above lower bound large. Since the support of

any pseudocodeword is a stopping set (Lemma 2.1),wmin can be lower bounded in terms ofsmin andt. Thus,

stopping sets are also important in the BSC and the AWGN channel.

Further, we can bound the weight of good and bad pseudocodewords (see Definitions 2.8, 2.9) separately,

as shown below:

Theorem 3.8:For an [n, k, dmin] code represented by an LDPC constraint graphG: (a) if p is a good

pseudocodeword ofG, thenwBSC/AWGN (p) ≥ wmax−frac(p) ≥ dmin, and(b) if p is a bad pseudocodeword

[2] of G, thenwBSC/AWGN (p) ≥ wmax−frac(p) ≥ smin

t , wheret is as in the previous lemma.
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Fig. 8. A graph with all pseudocodewords having weight at least dmin.

IV. EXAMPLES

In this section we present three different examples of Tanner graphs which give rise to different types of

pseudocodewords and examine their performance on the binary input additive white Gaussian noise channel

(BIAWGNC), with signal to noise ratioEb/No, with MS, SP, and ML decoding. The MS and SP iterative

decoding is performed for 50 decoding iterations on the respective LDPC constraint graphs.

Example 4.1:Figure 8 shows a graph that has no pseudocodeword with weightless thandmin on the BSC

and AWGN channel. For this code (or more precisely, LDPC constraint graph), the minimum distance, the

minimum stopping set size, and the minimum pseudocodeword weight on the AWGN channel, are all equal to

4, i.e.,dmin = smin = wmin = 4, and thet-value (see Definition 3.2) is2. An irreducible nc-pseudocodeword

with a component of value 2 may be observed by assigning value1 to the nodes in the outer and inner rings

and assigning value 2 to exactly one node in the middle ring, and zeros elsewhere.

Figure 9 shows the performance of this code on a BIAWGNC with MS, SP, and ML decoding. It is evident

that all three algorithms perform almost identically. Thus, this LDPC code does not have low weight (relative

to the minimum distance) bad pseudocodewords, implying that the performance of the MS decoder, under i.i.d.

Gaussian noise, will be close to the optimal ML performance.

Example 4.2:Figure 10 shows a graph that has both good and bad pseudocodewords. Considerp =

(1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0). Letting w = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), we obtainpwT = −2

andcwT ≥ 0 for all codewordsc. Therefore,p is a bad pseudocodeword for min-sum iterative decoding. In

particular, this pseudocodeword has a weight ofwBSC/AWGN (p) = 8 on both the BSC and the AWGN channel.

This LDPC graph results in an LDPC code of minimum distancedmin = 8, whereas the minimum stopping

set size and minimum pseudocodeword weight (AWGN channel) of the graph are 3, i.e.,smin = wmin = 3,

and thet-value is8.
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Fig. 9. Performance of Example 4.1 - LDPC code: MS, SP, ML decoding over the BIAWGNC.
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Fig. 10. A graph with good and bad pseudocodewords.

Figure 11 shows the performance of this code on a BIAWGNC withMS, SP, and ML decoding. It is evident

in the figure that the MS and the SP decoders are inferior in performance in comparison to the optimal ML

decoder. Since the minimal pseudocodeword weightwmin is much less than the minimum distance of the

codedmin, the performance of the MS iterative decoder at high signal to noise ratios (SNRs) is dominated by

low-weight bad pseudocodewords.

Example 4.3:Figure 12 shows a graph onm + 1 variable nodes, where the set of all variable nodes

exceptv1 form a minimal stopping set of sizem, i.e., smin = m. When m is even, the only irreducible

pseudocodewords are of the form(k, 1, 1, . . . , 1), where0 ≤ k ≤ m and k is even, and the only nonzero

codeword is(0, 1, 1, . . . , 1). Whenm is odd, the irreducible pseudocodewords have the form(k, 1, 1, . . . , 1),

where1 ≤ k ≤ m, andk is odd, or(0, 2, 2, . . . , 2), and the only nonzero codeword is(1, 1, . . . , 1). In general,
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Fig. 11. Performance of Example 4.2 - LDPC code: MS, SP, ML decoding over the BIAWGNC.

any pseudocodeword of this graph is a linear combination of these irreducible pseudocodewords. Whenk is

not 0 or 1, then these are irreducible nc-pseudocodewords; the weight vectorw = (w1, . . . , wm+1), where

w1 = −1, w2 = +1, andw3 = · · · = wm+1 = 0, shows that these pseudocodewords are bad. Whenm is even

or odd, any reducible pseudocodeword of this graph that includes at least one irreducible nc-pseudocodeword in

its sum, is also bad (according to Definition 2.9). We also observe that for both the BSC and AWGN channel,

all of the irreducible pseudocodewords have weight at mostdmin = m or m + 1, depending on whetherm

is even or odd. The minimum pseudocodeword weight iswAWGN
min = 4m/(m + 1), and the LDPC constraint

graph has at-value ofm.

Figures 13 and 14 show the performance of the code for odd and even m, respectively, on a BIAWGNC

with MS, SP, and ML decoding. The performance difference between the MS (respectively, the SP) decoder

and the optimal ML decoder is more pronounced for oddm. (In the case of evenm, (0, 2, 2 . . . , 2) is not a

bad pseudocodeword, since it is twice a codeword, unlike in the case for oddm; thus, one can argue that,

relatively, there are a fewer number of bad pseudocodewordswhenm is even.) Since the graph has low weight

bad pseudocodewords, in comparison to the minimum distance, the performance of the MS decoder in the

high SNR regime is clearly inferior to that of the ML decoder.

Figure 15 shows the performance of Example 3 form = 10 and m = 11 over the BSC channel with

MS iterative decoding. Since there are only2m+1 different error patterns possible for the BSC channel, the

performance of MS decoding for each error pattern was determined and the average number of output errors

were computed. The figure shows that all four-bit or less error patterns were corrected by the MS and the ML
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Fig. 12. A graph with only bad nc-pseudocodewords.
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Fig. 13. Performance of Example 4.3 - LDPC code form = 11: MS, SP, ML decoding over the BIAWGNC.
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Fig. 14. Performance of Example 4.3 - LDPC code form = 10: MS, SP, ML decoding over the BIAWGNC.
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Fig. 15. Performance of Example 4.3-LDPC code form = 11, m = 12 with MS and ML decoding over the BSC.

decoders. However, the average number of output bit errors for five-bit error patterns with MS decoding was

around 0.48 for them = 11 code and was around 5.55 for them = 10 code, while the ML decoder corrected

all five-bit error patterns for both the codes. The average number of output bit errors for six-bit error patterns

with MS decoding was 6 for them = 11 code and 10.5 for them = 10 code, whereas the ML decoder

corrected all six bit errors for them = 11 code and yielded an average number of output bit errors of 4.545

for the m = 10 code. The figure also shows that MS decoding is closer to ML decoding for them = 10 code

than for them = 11 code.

This section has demonstrated three particular LDPC constraint graphs having different types of pseu-

docodewords, leading to different performances with iterative decoding in comparison to optimal decoding. In

particular, we observe that the presence of low weight irreducible nc-pseudocodewords, with weight relatively

smaller than the minimum distance of the code, can adverselyaffect the performance of iterative decoding.

V. STRUCTURE OF PSEUDOCODEWORDS

This section examines the structure of lift-realizable pseudocodewords and identifies some sufficient condi-

tions for certain pseudocodewords to potentially cause themin-sum iterative decoder to fail to converge to a

codeword. Some of these conditions relate to subgraphs of the base Tanner graph. We recall that we are only

considering the set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords and that by Definition 2.3, the pseudocodewords have

non-negative integer components, and hence are unscaled.
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Lemma 5.1:Let p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) be a pseudocodeword in the graphG that represents the LDPC code

C. Then the vectorx = p mod 2, obtained by reducing the entries inp, modulo 2, corresponds to a codeword

in C.

The following implications follow from the above lemma:

• If a pseudocodewordp has at least one odd component, then it has at leastdmin odd components.

• If a pseudocodewordp has a support size| supp(p)| < dmin, then it has no odd components.

• If a pseudocodewordp does not contain the support of any non-zero codeword in its support, thenp has

no odd components.

Lemma 5.2:A pseudocodewordp = (p1, . . . , pn) can be written asp = c(1) + c(2) + · · ·+ c(k) + r, where

c(1), . . . , c(k), arek (not necessarily distinct) codewords andr is some residual vector, not containing the support

of any nonzero codeword in its support, that remains after subtracting the codeword vectorsc(1), . . . , c(k) from

p. Either r is the all-zeros vector, orr is a vector comprising of0 or even entries only.

This lemma describes a particular composition of a pseudocodewordp. Note that the above result does not

claim thatp is reducible even though thevectorp can be written as a sum of codeword vectorsc(1), . . . , c(k),

andr. Sincer need not be a pseudocodeword, it is not necessary thatp be reduciblestructurally as a sum of

codewords and/or pseudocodewords (as in Definition 2.7). Itis also worth noting that the decomposition of a

pseudocodeword, even that of an irreducible pseudocodeword, is not unique.

Example 5.1:For representation B of the[7, 4, 3] Hamming code as shown in Figure 19 in Section 6, label the

vertices clockwise from the top asv1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, andv7. The vectorp = (p1, . . . , pn) = (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 2)

is an irreducible pseudocodeword and may be decomposed asp = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) + (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) +

(0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and also asp = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)+ (0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2). In each of these decompositions, each

vector in the sum is a codeword except for the last vector which is the residual vectorr.

Theorem 5.1:Let p = (p1, . . . , pn) be a pseudocodeword. If there is a decomposition ofp as in Lemma 5.2

such thatr = 0, thenp is a good pseudocodeword as in Definition 2.8.

Theorem 5.2:The following are sufficient conditions for a pseudocodeword p = (p1, . . . , pn) to be bad, as

in Definition 2.9:

1) wBSC/AWGN (p) < dmin.

2) | supp(p)| < dmin.

3) If p is an irreducible nc-pseudocodeword and| supp(p)| ≥ ℓ + 1, whereℓ is the number of distinct

codewords whose support is contained insupp(p).

Intuitively, it makes sense for good pseudocodewords, i.e., those pseudocodewords that are not problematic

for iterative decoding, to have a weight larger than the minimum distance of the code,dmin. However, we note

that bad pseudocodewords can also have weight larger thandmin.

Definition 5.1: A stopping setS has propertyΘ if S contains at least one pair of variable nodesu andv
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Fig. 16. A minimal stopping set with propertyΘ.

that are not connected by any path that traverses only via degree two check nodes in the subgraphG|S of G

induced byS in G.

Example 5.2:In Figure 10 in Section 4, the set{v1, v2, v4} is a minimal stopping set and does not have

propertyΘ, whereas the set{v1, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v10, v11, v12, v13} is not minimal but has propertyΘ. The

graph in Figure 16 is a minimal stopping set that has propertyΘ. The graph in Example 4.1 has no minimal

stopping sets with propertyΘ, and all stopping sets have size at least the minimum distance dmin.

Lemma 5.3:Let S be a stopping set inG. Let tS denote the largest component an irreducible pseudocode-

word with supportS may have inG. If S is a minimal stopping set and does not have propertyΘ, then a

pseudocodeword with supportS has maximal component 1 or 2. That is,tS = 1 or 2.

Subgraphs of the LDPC constraint graph may also give rise to bad pseudocodewords, as indicated below.

Definition 5.2: A variable nodev in an LDPC constraint graphG is said to beproblematicif there is a

stopping setS containingv that is not minimal but nevertheless has no proper stopping set S′ ( S for which

v ∈ S′.

Observe that all graphs in the examples of Section 4 have problematic nodes and conditions 1 and 3 in

Theorem 5.2 are met in Examples 4.2 and 4.3. The problematic nodes are the variable nodes in the inner

ring in Example 4.1, the nodesv7, v8 in Example 4.2, andv1 in Example 4.3. Note that if a graphG has a

problematic node, thenG necessarily contains a stopping set with propertyΘ.

The following result classifies bad nc-pseudocodewords, with respect to the AWGN channel, using the graph

structure of the underlying pseudocodeword supports, which, by Lemma 2.1, are stopping sets in the LDPC

constraint graph.

Theorem 5.3:Let G be an LDPC constraint graph representing an LDPC codeC, and letS be a stopping

set inG. Then, the following hold:

1) If there is no non-zero codeword inC whose support is contained inS, then all nc-pseudocodewords of

G, having support equal toS, are bad as in Definition 2.9. Moreover, there exists a bad pseudocodeword

in G with support equal toS.

2) If there is at least one codewordc whose support is contained inS, then we have the following cases:

(a) if S is minimal,

(i) there exists a nc-pseudocodewordp with support equal toS iff S has propertyΘ.

(ii) all nc-pseudocodewords with support equal toS are bad.
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Fig. 17. A non-minimal stopping set as in case 2(b)(ii) of Theorem 5.3.

Fig. 18. A minimal stopping set as in case 2(a) of Theorem 5.3.

(b) if S is not minimal,

(i) and S contains a problematic nodev such thatv /∈ S′ for any proper stopping set2 S′ (

S, then there exists a bad pseudocodewordp with supportS. Moreover, any irreducible nc-

pseudocodewordp with supportS is bad.

(ii) and S does not contain any problematic nodes, then every variablenode inS is contained in a

minimal stopping set withinS. Moreover, there exists a bad nc-pseudocodeword with support

S iff either one of these minimal stopping sets is not the support of any non-zero codeword in

C or one of these minimal stopping sets has propertyΘ.

The graph in Figure 17 is an example of case 2(b)(ii) in Theorem 5.3. Note that the stopping set in the figure

is a disjoint union of two codeword supports and therefore, there are no irreducible nc-pseudocodewords.

The graph in Figure 18 is an example of case 2(a). The graph hasproperty Θ and therefore has nc-

pseudocodewords, all of which are bad.

A. Remarks on the weight vector and channels

In [6], Frey et. al show that the max-product iterative decoder (equivalently, the MS iterative decoder) will

always converge to an irreducible pseudocodeword (as in Definition 2.7) on the AWGN channel. However,

their result does not explicitly show that for a given irreducible pseudocodewordp, there is a weight vector

w such that the costpwT is the smallest among all possible pseudocodewords. In the previous subsection,

we have given sufficient conditions under which such a weightvector can explicitly be found for certain

irreducible pseudocodewords. We believe, however, that finding such a weight vectorw for any irreducible

pseudocodewordp may not always be possible. In particular, we state the following definitions and results.

2A proper stopping setS′ of S is a non-empty stopping set that is a strict subset ofS.
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Definition 5.3: A truncated AWGNchannel, parameterized byL and denoted byTAWGN(L), is an AWGN

channel whose output log-likelihood ratios correspondingto the received values from the channel are truncated,

or limited, to the interval[−L,L].

In light of [15], [16], we believe that there are fewer problematic pseudocodewords on the BSC than on the

truncated AWGN channel or the AWGN channel.

Definition 5.4: For an LDPC constraint graphG that defines an LDPC codeC, let PB
AWGN (G) be the set

of lift-realizable pseudocodewords ofG where for each pseudocodewordp in the set, there exists a weight

vector w such that the costpwT on the AWGN channel is the smallest among all possible lift-realizable

pseudocodewords inG.

Let PB
BSC(G) andPB

TAWGN(L)(G) be defined analogously for the BSC and the truncated AWGN channel,

respectively. Then, we have the following result:

Theorem 5.4:For an LDPC constraint graphG, andL ≥ 1, we have

PB
BSC(G) ⊆ PB

TAWGN(L)(G) ⊆ PB
AWGN (G).

The above result says that there may be fewer problematic irreducible pseudocodewords for the BSC than

over the TAWGN(L) channel and the AWGN channel. In other words, the above result implies that MS iterative

decoding may be more accurate for the BSC than over the AWGN channel. Thus, quantizing or truncating the

received information from the channel to a smaller intervalbefore performing MS iterative decoding may be

beneficial. (Note that while the above result considers all possible weight vectors that can occur for a given

channel, it does not take into account the probability distribution of weight vectors for the different channels,

which is essential when comparing the performance of MS decoding across different channels.) Since the

set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords for MS iterative decoding is the set of pseudocodewords for linear-

programming (LP) decoding (see Section 2), the same analogycarries over to LP decoding as well. Indeed,

at high enough signal to noise ratios, the above observationhas been shown true for the case of LP decoding

in [15] and more recently in [16].

VI. GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS ANDWEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we examine different representations of individual LDPC codes and analyze the weight

distribution of lift-realizable pseudocodewords in each representation and how it affects the performance of

the MS iterative decoder. We use the classical[7, 4, 3] and [15, 11, 3] Hamming codes as examples.

Figure 19 shows three different graph representations of the [7, 4, 3] Hamming code. We will call the

representationsA, B, andC, and moreover, for convenience, also refer to the graphs in the three respective
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Representation A Representation B Representation C

Fig. 19. Three different representations of the [7,4,3] Hamming code.

representations asA, B, andC. The graphA is based on the systematic parity check matrix representation

of the [7, 4, 3] Hamming code and hence, contains three degree one variable nodes, whereas the graphB

has no degree one nodes and is more structured (it results in acirculant parity check matrix) and contains 4

redundant check equations compared toA, which has none, andC, which has one. In particular,A andC are

subgraphs ofB, with the same set of variable nodes. Thus, the set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords ofB is

contained in the set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords ofA andC, individually. Hence,B has fewer number

of lift-realizable pseudocodewords thanA or C. In particular, we state the following result:

Theorem 6.1:The number of lift-realizable pseudocodewords in an LDPC graph G can only reduce with

the addition of redundant check nodes toG.

The proof is obvious since with the introduction of new checknodes in the graph, some previously valid

pseudocodewords may not satisfy the new set of inequality constraints imposed by the new check nodes. (Recall

that at a check nodec having variable node neighborsvi1 , . . . , vik
, a pseudocodewordp = (p1, . . . , pn), must

satisfy the following inequalitiespij
≤

∑

h 6=j,h=1,...,k pih
, for j = 1, . . . , k (see equation (1)).) However, the

set of valid codewords in the graph remains the same, since weare introducing only redundant (or, linearly

dependent) check nodes. Thus, a graph with more check nodes can only have fewer number of lift-realizable

pseudocodewords and possibly a better pseudocodeword-weight distribution.

If we add all possible redundant check nodes to the graph, which, we note, is an exponential number

in the number of linearly dependent rows of the parity check matrix of the code, then the resulting graph

would have the smallest number of lift-realizable pseudocodewords among all possible representations of the

code. If this graph does not have any bad nc-pseudocodewords(both lift-realizable ones and those arising on

the computation tree) then the performance obtained with iterative decoding is the same as the optimal ML

performance.

Remark 6.1:Theorem 6.1 considers only the set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords of a Tanner graph. On

adding redundant check nodes to a Tanner graph, the shape of the computation tree is altered and thus, it is

possible that some new pseudocodewords arise in the alteredcomputation tree, which can possibly have an

adverse effect on iterative decoding. The[4, 1, 4] repetition code example from Section 2.C illustrates this.
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Iterative decoding is optimal on the single cycle representation of this code. However, on adding a degree

four redundant check node, the iterative decoding performance deteriorates due to the introduction of bad

pseudocodewords to the altered computation tree. (See Figure 7.) (The set of lift-realizable pseudocodewords

however remains the same for the new graph with redundant check nodes as for the original graph.)

Returning to the Hamming code example, graphB can be obtained by adding edges to eitherA or C,

and thus,B has more cycles thanA or C. The distribution of the weights of the irreducible lift-realizable

pseudocodewords for the three graphsA, B, andC is shown3 in Figure 20. (The distribution considers all

irreducible pseudocodewords in the graph, since irreducible pseudocodewords may potentially prevent the MS

decoder to converge to any valid codeword [6].) Although, all three graphs have a pseudocodeword of weight

three4, Figure 20 shows thatB has most of its lift-realizable pseudocodewords of high weight, whereasC,

and more particularly,A, have more low-weight lift-realizable pseudocodewords. The corresponding weight

distributions over the BEC and the BSC channels are shown in Figure 21.B has a better weight distribution

thanA andC over these channels as well.

The performance of MS iterative decoding ofA, B, andC on the BIAWGNC with signal to noise ratio

Eb/No is shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24, respectively. (The maximum number of decoding iterations was

fixed at 100.) The performance plots show both the bit error rate and the frame error rate, and further, they also

distinguish between undetected decoding errors, that are caused due to the decoder converging to an incorrect

but valid codeword, and detected errors, that are caused dueto the decoder failing to converge to any valid

codeword within the maximum specified number of decoding iterations, 100 in this case. The detected errors

can be attributed to the decoder trying to converge to an nc-pseudocodeword rather than to any valid codeword.

RepresentationA has a significant detected error rate, whereas representation B shows no presence of

detected errors at all. All errors in decodingB were due to the decoder converging to a wrong codeword.

(We note that an optimal ML decoder would yield a performanceclosest to that of the iterative decoder

on representationB.) This is interesting since the graphB is obtained by adding 4 redundant check nodes

to the graphA. The addition of these 4 redundant check nodes to the graph removes most of the low-

weight nc-pseudocodewords that were present inA. (We note here that representationB includes all possible

redundant parity-check equations there are for the [7,4,3]Hamming code.) RepresentationC has fewer number

3The plots considered all pseudocodewords in the three graphs that had a maximum component value of at most 3. Hence, for

each codewordc, 2c and 3c are also counted in the histogram, and each has weight at least dmin. However, each irreducible nc-

pseudocodewordp is counted only once, asp contains at least one entry greater than 1, and any nonzero multiple of p would have a

component greater than 3. Thet-value (see Section 5) is 3 for the graphsA, B, andC of the [7, 4, 3] Hamming code.

4Note that this pseudocodeword is a valid codeword in the graph and is thus agoodpseudocodeword for iterative decoding.
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Fig. 20. Pseudocodeword-weight (AWGN) distribution of representations A,B,C of the [7,4,3] Hamming code.

of pseudocodewords compared toA. However, the set of irreducible pseudocodewords ofC is not a subset

of the set of irreducible pseudocodewords ofA. The performance of iterative decoding on representationC

indicates a small fraction of detected errors.

Figure 25 compares the performance of min-sum decoding on the three representations. Clearly,B, having

the best pseudocodeword weight distribution among the three representations, yields the best performance with

MS decoding, with performance almost matching that of the optimal ML decoder.

Figure 26 shows the performance of the three different representations over the BSC channel with MS

iterative decoding. Since there are only27 = 128 different error patterns, the performance of MS decoding for

each error pattern was determined and the average number of output errors were computed. Representations A

and C failed to correct any non-zero error pattern whereas representation B corrected all one-bit error patterns.

The performance of MS decoding using representation B was identical to the performance of the ML decoder

and the MS decoder always converged to the ML codeword with representation B. This goes to show that

representation B is in fact the optimal representation for the BSC channel.

Similarly, we also analyzed three different representations of the[15, 11, 3] Hamming code. Representation

A has its parity check matrix in the standard systematic form and thus, the corresponding Tanner graph has
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Fig. 21. Pseudocodeword-weight distribution (BEC and BSC channels) of representationsA, B, C of the [7, 4, 3] Hamming code.

4 variable nodes of degree one. RepresentationB includes all possible redundant parity check equations of

representationA and has the best pseudocodeword-weight distribution. RepresentationC includes up to order-

two redundant parity check equations from the parity check matrix of representationA, meaning, the parity

check matrix of representationC contained all linear combinations of every pair of rows in the parity check

matrix of representationA. Thus, its (lift-realizable) pseudocodeword-weight distribution is superior to that of

A but inferior to that ofB. (See Figure 30.)

The analogous performance of MS iterative decoding of representationsA, B, and C of the [15, 11, 3]

Hamming code on a BIAWGNC with signal to noise ratioEb/No is shown in Figures 27, 28, and 29,

respectively. (The maximum number of decoding iterations was fixed at 100.) We observe similar trends

in the performance curves as in the previous example.A shows a prominent detected error rate, whereasB

andC show no presence of detected errors at all. The results suggest that merely adding order two redundant

check nodes to the graph ofA is sufficient to remove most of the low-weight pseudocodewords.

Inferring from the empirical results of this section, we comment that LDPC codes that have structure and

redundant check nodes, for example, the class of LDPC codes obtained from finite geometries [17], are likely to

have fewer number of low-weight pseudocodewords in comparison to other randomly constructed LDPC graphs

of comparable parameters. Despite the presence of a large number of short cycles (i.e., 4-cycles and 6-cycles),

the class of LDPC codes in [17] perform very well with iterative decoding. It is worth investigating how the

set of pseudocodewords among existing LDPC constructions can be improved, either by adding redundancy or

modifying the Tanner graphs, so that the number of (bad) pseudocodewords, both lift-realizable ones as well

as those occurring on the computation tree, is lowered.
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Fig. 22. Representation A.
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Fig. 23. Representation B.
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Fig. 24. Representation C.
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Performance of the [7,4,3] Hamming code with min-sum iterative decoding over the BIAWGNC.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed pseudocodewords of Tanner graphs, withthe focus on the structure, bounds on the

minimum pseudocodeword weight, and iterative decoding performance. It would be worthwhile to relate the

results in Section 6 to the stopping redundancy, as introduced in [18]. Since this paper primarily dealt with lift-

realizable pseudocodewords, the results presented are also applicable in the analysis of LP decoding. We hope

the insights gained from this paper will aid in the design of LDPC codes with good minimum pseudocodeword

weights.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 2.1:Consider the subgraphG|S of G induced by the set of verticesS = supp(p). Observe

that every cloud of check nodes in the corresponding cover ofG|S is connected to either none or at least two

of the variable clouds in the support ofp. If this were not the case, then there would be a cloud of check

nodes in the cover with at least one check node in that cloud connected to exactly one variable node of bit

value one, thus, leaving the check node constraint unsatisfied. Therefore, the corresponding variable nodes in

the base graphG satisfy the conditions of a stopping set.

Proof of Claim 2.1:Let G represent the constraint graph of an LDPC codeC. SupposeG is a tree, then

clearly, any pseudocodeword ofG can be expressed as a linear combination of codewords ofG. Hence, suppose

G is not a tree, and suppose all check nodes inG are of degree two. Then the computation tree contains only

check nodes of degree two and hence, for a valid assignment onthe computation tree, the value of any child

variable nodev1 on the computation tree that stems from a parent check nodeu is the same as the value of the

variable nodev2 which is the parent node ofu. Thus, the only local codeword configurations at each check

node is the all-ones configurations when the root node of the tree is assigned the value one. Hence, the only

valid solutions on the computation tree correspond to the all ones vector and the all zeros vector – which are

valid codewords inC.

Conversely, supposeG is not a tree and suppose there is a check nodeu of degreek in G. Let v1, v2, . . . , vk

be the variable node neighbors ofu. Enumerate the computation tree rooted atv1 for a sufficient depth such
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that the nodeu appears several times in the tree and also as a node in the finalcheck node layer of the tree.

Then there are several possible valid assignments in the computation tree, where the values assigned to the

leaf nodes that stem fromu yield a solution that is not a valid codeword inG. Thus,G contains irreducible

nc-pseudocodewords on its computation tree.

Proof of Claim 2.2:Let G represent the constraint graph of an LDPC codeC. SupposeG is a tree, then

clearly, any pseudocodeword ofG can be expressed as a linear combination of codewords ofG. Hence, suppose

G is not a tree, and between every pair of variable nodes inG there is a path that contains only degree two

check nodes inG. ThenG contains only lift-realizable pseudocodewords of the form(k, k, . . . , k), wherek

is a positive integer. Hence, the only irreducible pseudocodewords inG are the all-zeros vector(0, 0, . . . , 0)

and either the all-ones vector(1, 1, . . . , 1) or the all-twos vector(2, 2, . . . , 2) (if the all-ones vector is not a

codeword inG).

Proof of Theorem 3.1:

r−1α2α1α

0α

Single parity check code.

αi ≤
∑

j 6=i αj

Root

Level 0

Level 1

d−1 d−1

d

Local tree structure for ad-left regular graph.

dα1 ≤
∑

j∈L0
αj ,

d(d − 1)α1 ≤
∑

j∈L1
αj

:

Fig. 31. A single constraint node and ad-left regular (bipartite) tree enumerated from an arbitrary variable node.

Case:g2 odd. At a single constraint node, the following inequality holds (see equation 1):

αi ≤
∑

j 6=i

αj

Applying this inequality in the LDPC constraint graph enumerated as a tree with the root node corresponding
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to the dominant pseudocodeword componentα1, we have

dα1 ≤
∑

j∈L0

αj,

whereL0 corresponds to variable nodes in the first level (level 0) of the tree. Similarly, we have

d(d − 1)α1 ≤
∑

j∈L1

αj ,

and so on, until,

d(d − 1)
g−6

4 α1 ≤
∑

j∈L g−6
4

αj

Since the LDPC graph has girthg, the variable nodes up to levelL g−6

4

5 are all distinct. The above inequalities

yield:
[

1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4

]

α1 ≤
∑

i∈{1}∪L0∪...L g−6
4

αi≤
∑

all

αi

Without loss of generality, let us assume,α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αe to be thee dominant components inp. That

is, α1 + α2 + · · · + αe ≥
P

i
αi

2 . Since, each is at mostα1, we have
∑e

i=1 αi ≤ eα1. This implies that

eα1 ≥
e

∑

i=1

αi ≥
∑

i

αi

2
≥

[

1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4

]

α1

2

⇒ e ≥

[

1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4

]

2
.

SincewBSC = 2e, the result follows. (The case wheng2 is even is treated similarly.)

AWGN case:Let x =

h

1+d+d(d−1)+···+d(d−1)
g−6

4

i

2 . Since,

e
∑

i=1

αi ≥

[

1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)
g−6

4

]

α1

2
,

we can write
∑e

i=1 αi = (x + y)α1, wherey is some non-negative quantity. Supposeα1 + · · ·+ αe = αe+1 +

· · ·αn.

Then, since we have
∑n

i=1 α2
i ≤ 2

∑e
i=1 α2

i ≤ 2α1(
∑e

i=1 αi) = 2(x + y)α2
1., we get,

w =
(
∑n

i=1 αi)
2

∑n
i=1 α2

i

≥
(2

∑e
i=1 αi)

2

2
∑e

i=1 α2
i

w ≥
4(x + y)2α2

1

2(x + y)α2
1

= 2(x + y)≥ 2x.

5Note thatLi refers to the level for which the exponent of the(d − 1) term is i.
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(The caseα1 + · · · + αe > αe+1 + · · ·αn is treated similarly.)

Proof of Theorem 3.2:As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, where we note that for a single constraint with

neighbors having pseudocodeword componentsα1, . . . , αk, we have the following relation (forαi, i = 1, . . . , k):

(ǫk)αi ≤
k

∑

j=1

αj .

The result follows by applying this inequality at every constraint node as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Lemma 3.1:Let p = (α1, . . . , αn) be a pseudocodeword ofG, and without loss of generality, let

α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . ≥ αn. To establish the inequality for the AWGN channel, we need toshow

(
∑n

i=1 αi)
2

∑n
i=1 α2

i

≥

∑n
i=1 αi

maxi αi
=

∑n
i=1 αi

α1
.

Since
∑

i α
2
i ≤ α2

1 + α1α2 + · · · + α1αn = α1(
∑

i αi), this implies

(
∑n

i=1 αi)
2

∑n
i=1 α2

i

≥
(
∑n

i=1 αi)
2

α1
∑n

i=1 αi
≥

∑n
i=1 αi

α1
.

Hence,wAWGN (p) ≥ wmax−frac(p).

To establish the bound for the BSC, lete be the smallest number such that
∑e

i=1 αi ≥
P

n

i=1
αi

2 . First

suppose
∑e

i=1 αi =
∑n

i=e+1 αi. ThenwBSC(p) = 2e. Moreover,wmax−frac(p) =
P

n

i=1
αi

α1
=

2
P

e

i=1
αi

α1
. Each

αi ≤ α1 ⇒ wmax−frac(p) ≤ 2eα1

α1
= 2e = wBSC(p). Now suppose

∑e
i=1 αi >

∑n
i=e+1 αi. Then, for some

δ > 0, we have
∑e

i=1 αi =
∑n

i=e+1 αi + δ. We havewmax−frac(p) =
P

n

i=1
αi

α1
=

P

e

i=1
αi+

P

n

i=e+1
αi

α1
. Note that

∑e
i=1 αi +

∑n
i=e+1 αi < 2

∑e
i=1 αi < (2e)α1. Thus,wmax−frac(p) < 2eα1

α1
= 2e.

Proof of Corollary 3.4:Follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.

Proof of Theorem 3.5:In the polytope representation introduced by Koetter and Vontobel in [5], irreducible

pseudocodewords correspond to the edges of the fundamentalcone, which can be described by{x | xi ≥ 0, i =

1, . . . , n} and{x | xi ≤
∑

i′∈N(j)\{i} xi′} for all check nodesj and all variable nodesi in N(j). Consider the

polytope that is the intersection of the fundamental cone with the hyperplanex1 + · · ·+ xn = 1. The vertices

of this polytope have a one-to-one correspondence with the edges of the fundamental cone. Letv be a fixed

vertex of this new polytope. Thenv satisfies at leastn−1 of the above inequalities with equality. Together with

the hyperplane equality,v meets at leastn inequalities with equality. The resulting system of linearequations

contains only integers as coefficients. By Cramer’s rule, the vertexv must have rational coordinates. Taking

the least common multiple of all denominators of all coordinates of all vertices gives an upper bound ont.

Therefore,t is finite.

Proof of Theorem 3.6:Let m be the minimum degree lift needed to realize the given pseudocodewordp.

Then, in a degreem lift graph Ĝ that realizesp, the maximum number of active check nodes in any check
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cloud is at mostm. A check cloudu is connected to
∑

i∈N(u) pi active variable nodes from the variable clouds

adjoining check cloudu. (Note thatN(u) represents all the variable clouds adjoiningu.) Since every active

check node in any check cloud has at least two (an even number)active variable nodes connected to it, we

have that2m ≤ maxu
∑

i∈N(u) pi. This quantity can be upper-bounded bytd+
r sincepi ≤ t, for all i, and

|N(u)| ≤ d+
r , for all u.

Proof of Lemma 3.2:(a) AWGN case:Let nk be the number ofpi’s that are equal tok, for k = 1, . . . , t.

The pseudocodeword weight is then equal to:

wAWGN (p) =
(n1 + 2n2 + · · · + tnt)

2

(n1 + 22n2 + · · · + t2nt)
.

Now, we have to find a numberr such thatwAWGN (p) ≥ r| supp(p)|. Note however, that| supp(p)| =

n1 + n2 + · · · + nt. This implies that for an appropriate choice ofr, we have

(n1 + 2n2 + · · · + tnt)
2

(n1 + 22n2 + · · · + t2nt)
≥ r(n1 + · · ·nt) or

t
∑

i=1

i2n2
i ≥

t
∑

i=1

t
∑

j=i+1

(i2 + j2)r − 2ij

1 − r
ninj (∗)

Note thatr < 1 in the above. Clearly, if we setr to be the minimum over all1 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that

(i2 + j2)r ≤ 2ij, then it can be verified that this choice ofr will ensure that(∗) is true. This impliesr = 2t
1+t2

(for i = 1, j = t).

However, observe that left-hand-side (LHS) in(∗) can be written as the following LHS:

1

t − 1

t
∑

i=1

t
∑

j=i+1

(i2n2
i + j2n2

j) ≥
t

∑

i=1

t
∑

j=i+1

(i2 + j2)r − 2ij

1 − r
ninj

Now, using the inequalitya2 + b2 ≥ 2ab, r can be taken as the minimum over all1 ≤ i < j ≤ t such that
1

t−1
(i2n2

i + j2n2
j ) ≥ r(i2+j2)−2ij

1−r
ninj. The smallest value ofr for which this inequality holds for all1 ≤ i < j ≤ t

is given byr = 2t2

(1+t2)(t−1)+2t , thereby proving the lemma in the AWGN case.

BSC case:

SincewBSC(p) ≥ wmax−frac(p), we have from Lemma 3.1 thatwBSC(p) ≥ p1+···+pn

max pi
≥ | supp(p)|

t . (Note

that thepi’s are non-negative integers.) Therefore,wBSC(p) ≥ 1
t | supp(p)|.

Proof of Theorem 3.8:Let p be a good pseudocodeword. This means that if for any weight vector w we

havecwT ≥ 0 for all 0 6= c ∈ C, then,pwT ≥ 0. Let us now consider the BSC and the AWGN cases

separately.

BSC case:Suppose at mostdmin

2 errors occur in channel. Then, the corresponding weight vector w will have
dmin

2 or fewer components equal to−1 and the remaining components equal to+1. This implies that the cost

of any0 6= c ∈ C (i.e., cwT ) is at least0 since there are at leastdmin 1’s in support of any0 6= c ∈ C. Since

p is a good pseudocodeword, it must also have positive cost, i.e. pwT ≥ 0. Let us assume that the−1’s occur

in the dominantdmin

2 positions ofp, and without loss of generality, assumep1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . . ≥ pn. (Therefore,
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w = (−1,−1, . . . ,−1,+1,+1, . . . ,+1).) Positive cost ofp impliesp1 + · · ·+pdmin/2 ≤ p(dmin/2)+1 + · · ·+pn.

So we havee ≥ dmin

2 , wheree is as defined in the pseudocodeword weight ofp for the BSC. The result follows.

AWGN case:Without loss of generality, letp1 be dominant component ofp. Set the weight vectorw = (1−

dmin, 1, . . . , 1). Then it can be verified thatcwT ≥ 0 for any0 6= c ∈ C. Sincep is a good pseudocodeword,

this impliesp also must have positive cost. Cost ofp is (1−dmin)p1 +p2 + · · ·+pn ≥ 0 ⇒ dmin ≤ p1+···+pn

p1
.

Note that the right-hand-side (RHS) iswmax−frac(p); hence, the result follows from Lemma 3.1.

Now let us considerp to be a bad pseudocodeword. From Lemma 2.1, we have| supp(p)| ≥ smin. Therefore,

wmax−frac(p) ≥ smin

t (since p1 = t is the maximum component ofp), and hence, the result follows by

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

Proof of Lemma 5.1:Consider a graphH having a single check node which is connected to variable nodes

v1. . . . , vk. Supposeb = (b1, . . . , bk) is a pseudocodeword inH, thenb corresponds to a codeword in a lift

Ĥ of H. Every check node in̂H is connected to an even number of variable nodes that are assigned value1,

and further, each variable node is connected to exactly one check node in the check cloud. Since the number

of variable nodes that are assigned value 1 is equal to the sumof the bi’s, we have
∑

i bi ≡ 0 mod 2.

Let Ĝ be the corresponding lift ofG whereinp forms a valid codeword. Then each check node inĜ is

connected to an even number of variable nodes that are assigned value1. From the above observation, if nodes

vi1 , . . . , vik
participate in the check nodeui in G, thenpi1 + · · · + pik

≡ 0 mod 2. Let xi = pi mod 2, for

i = 1, . . . , n (n being the number of variable nodes, i.e., the block length ofC, in G). Then, at every check

nodeui, we havexi1 + · · ·+ xik
≡ 0 mod 2. Sincex = (x1, . . . , xn) = p mod 2 is a binary vector satisfying

all checks, it is a codeword inC.

Proof of Lemma 5.2:Supposec ∈ C is in the support ofp, then formp′ = p−c. If p′ contains a codeword

in its support, then repeat the above step onp′. Subtracting codewords from the pseudocodeword vector in

this manner will lead to a decomposition of the vectorp as stated. Observe that the residual vectorr contains

no codeword in its support.

From Lemma 5.1,x = p mod 2 is a codeword inC. Sincep = c(1) + · · · c(k) +r, we havex = (c(1) + · · ·+

c(k)) mod 2 + r mod 2. But sincex ∈ C, this impliesr mod 2 ∈ C. However, sincer contains no codeword

in its support,r mod 2 must be the all-zero codeword. Thus,r contains only even (possibly 0) components.

Proof of Theorem 5.1:Let p be a pseudocodeword of a codeC, and supposep may be decomposed as

p = c(1) + c(2) + · · ·+ c(k), where{c(i)}k
i=1 is a set of not necessarily distinct codewords. Supposep is bad.

Then there is a weight vectorw such thatpwT < 0 but for all codewordsc ∈ C, cwT ≥ 0. HavingpwT < 0

implies thatc(1)wT + c(2)wT + · · ·+ c(k)wT = −x, for some positive real valuex. So there is at least onei

for which c(i)wT < 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore,p is a good pseudocodeword.
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Proof of Theorem 5.2:Let M be an arbitrarily large finite positive integer.

1) If wBSC/AWGN (p) < dmin, thenp is a bad pseudocodeword by Theorem 3.8.

2) If | supp(p)| < dmin, then there is no codeword in the support ofp, by Lemma 5.1. Letw =

(w1, . . . , wn), be a weight vector where fori = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =







−1 if vi ∈ supp(p),

M if vi /∈ supp(p)

ThenpwT < 0 and for all codewordsc ∈ C, cwT ≥ 0.

3) Supposep is a irreducible nc-pseudocodeword. Without loss of generality, assumep = (p1, p2, . . . , ps, 0, 0, . . . , 0),

i.e., the firsts positions ofp are non-zero and the rest are zero. Supposep containsℓ distinct codewords

c(1),c(2), . . . , c(ℓ) in its support. Then ifs ≥ ℓ + 1, we define a weight wectorw = (w1, w2, . . . , wn)

as follows. Letwi = M for i /∈ supp(p). Solve forw1, w2, . . . , ws from the following system of linear

equations:

c(1)wT = +1,

...

c(ℓ)wT = +1,

pwT = p1w1 + p2w2 + · · · + psws = −2,

The above system of equations involvess unknownsw1, w2, . . . , ws and there areℓ + 1 equations.

Hence, as long ass ≥ ℓ + 1, we have a solution for thewi’s. (Note that for the cases = ℓ + 1, when

the (ℓ + 1) × (ℓ + 1) matrix containing the firsts components of the codewordsc(1), . . . , c(ℓ) and the

pseudocodewordp as its rows, has a non-zero determinant, there is exactly onesolution for thewi’s and

when this determinant is zero, there is either zero or more than one solution.)

Thus, there exists a weight vectorw = (w1, . . . , ws,M, . . . ,M) such thatpwT < 0 andcwT ≥ 0 for

all codewordsc in the code. This proves thatp is a bad pseudocodeword.

Proof of Theorem 5.3:Let M be an arbitrarily large finite positive integer.

1) Let S be a stopping set.Suppose there are no non-zero codewords whose support is contained in

S. The pseudocodewordp with component value2 in the positions ofS, and0 elsewhere is then a bad

pseudocodeword on the AWGN channel, which may be seen by the weight vectorwa = (w1, . . . , wn),

where fori = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =







−1 if i ∈ S,

M if i /∈ S
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In addition, since all nonzero components have the same value, the weight ofp on the BSC and AWGN

channel is|S|.

Suppose now thatp is a nc-pseudocodeword with supportS. Then the weight vectorwa again shows

that p is bad, i.e.,pwT
a < 0 andc′wT

a ≥ 0 for all c′ ∈ C.

2) Suppose there is at least one non-zero codeword c whose support is in S.

(a) Assume S is a minimal stopping set. Then this means thatc is the only non-zero codeword whose

support is inS and supp(c) = S.

(i) SupposeS has propertyΘ, then we can divide the variable nodes inS into disjoint equivalence classes

such that the nodes belonging to each class are connected pairwise by a path traversing only via degree

two check nodes inG|S . Consider the pseudocodewordp having component value3 in the positions

corresponding to all nodes of one equivalence class, component value1 for the remaining positions of

S, and component value0 elsewhere. (It can be quickly verified that this is indeed a pseudocodeword

by considering the subgraph induced byS. In this subgraph, variable nodes from different equivalence

classes will be connected together at check nodes of degree greater than two. Since there is a non-zero

codeword with support inS, all such check nodes have even degree. This implies that thepseudocodeword

inequalities of the formpi ≤
∑

j 6=i pj (see equation 1) at each check node is satisfied, implying that the

chosenp is a pseudocodeword.) Letr = p−c, and let̂i denote the index of the first non-zero component

of r and i∗ denote the index of the first non-zero component insupp(p) − supp(r). The weight vector

wb = (w1, . . . , wn), where fori = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =



























−1 if i = î,

+1 i = i∗

M if i /∈ S

0 otherwise

ensures thatp is bad as in Definition 2.9, and it is easy to show that the weight of p on the AWGN

channel is strictly less than|S|.

Conversely, supposeS does not have propertyΘ. Then every pair of variable nodes inS is connected by

a path inG|S that contains only degree two check nodes. This means that any pseudocodewordp with

supportS must have all its components inS of the same value. Therefore, the only pseudocodewords

with supportS that arise have the formp = kc, for some positive integerk. (By Theorem 5.1, these

are good pseudocodewords.) Hence, there exists no bad pseudocodewords with supportS.

(ii) Let p be a nc-pseudocodeword with supportS. If S contains a codewordc in its support, then

sinceS is minimal supp(c) = S. Let k denote the number of timesc occurs in the decomposition (as
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in Lemma 5.2) ofp. That is,p = kc + r. Note thatr is non-zero sincep is a nc-pseudocodeword.

Let î denote an index of the maximal component ofr, and leti∗ denote the index of the first nonzero

component insupp(p) − supp(r). The weight vectorwb, defined above, again ensures thatp is bad.

(b) Suppose S is not a minimal stopping set and there is at least one non-zero codeword c whose

support is in S.

(i) SupposeS contains a problematic nodev. By definition, assume thatS is the only stopping set among

all stopping sets inS that containsv. Define a setSv as

Sv := {u ∈ S| there is a path fromu to v containing only degree two check nodes inG|S}

Then, the pseudocodewordp that has component value4 on all nodes inSv, component value2 on all

nodes inS − Sv and component value0 everywhere else is a valid pseudocodeword. (It can be quickly

verified that this is indeed a pseudocodeword by consideringall the check nodes in the graph induced

by S in G. Any check node that is in the path from someu ∈ Sv to v is either of degree two, in which

case the inequality in equation (1) is satisfied, or is of degree greater than two, in which case the check

node is possibly connected to a variable node inS − Sv and to at least two variable nodes inSv. The

choice of the components guarantee that the pseudocodewordinequality in equation (1) is still satisfied

at this check node. For any other check node inG|S , the degree is at least two, and it is easy to verify

that the inequality in equation (1) is satisfied.) Leti∗ be the index of the variable nodev in G, and let

i′ be the index of some variable node inS −Sv. Then, the weight vectorwc = (w1, . . . , wn), where for

i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =



























−1 if i = i∗,

+1 i = i′

M if i /∈ S

0 otherwise

ensures thatpwT
c < 0 andc′wT

c ≥ 0 for all non-zero codewordsc′ in C. Hence,p is a bad pseudocode-

word with supportS. This shows the existence of a bad pseudocodeword onS.

Suppose now thatp′ is some irreducible nc-pseudocodeword with supportS. If there is a non-zero

codewordc such thatc has support inS and containsv in its support, then sincev is a problematic

node inS, v cannot lie in a smaller stopping set inS. This means that support ofc is equal toS. We

will show thatp′ is a bad pseudocodeword by constructing a suitable weight vector wd. Let i′ be the

index of some variable node inS − Sv. Then we can define a weight vectorwd = (w1, . . . , wn), where
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for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =



























−1 if i = i∗,

+1 i = i′

M if i /∈ S

0 otherwise

(Note that sincep′ is a irreducible nc-pseudocodeword and containsv in its support,p′i∗ > p′i′ .) This

weight vector ensures thatp′wT
d < 0 andc′wT

d ≥ 0 for all non-zero codewordsc′ ∈ C. Thus,p′ is a

bad pseudocodeword.

If there is no non-zero codewordc such thatc has support inS and also containsv in its support. Then,

the weight vectorwe = (w1, . . . , wn), where fori = 1, 2, . . . , n,

wi =















−1 if i = i∗,

M if i /∈ S

0 otherwise

ensures thatp′wT
e < 0 andc′wT

e ≥ 0 for all non-zero codewordsc′ ∈ C. Thus,p′ is a bad pseudocode-

word. This proves that any irreducible nc-pseudocodeword with supportS is bad.

(ii) SupposeS is not a minimal stopping set and supposeS does not contain any problematic nodes. Then,

any node inS belongs to a smaller stopping set withinS. We claim that each node withinS belongs

to a minimal stopping set withinS. Otherwise, a node belongs to a proper non-minimal stoppingset

S′ ( S and is not contained in any smaller stopping set withinS′ – thereby, implying that the node is

a problematic node. Therefore, all nodes inS are contained in minimal stopping sets withinS.

To prove the last part of the theorem, suppose one of these minimal stopping sets, saySj, is not the

support of any non-zero codeword inC. Then, there exists a bad nc-pseudocodewordp = (p1, . . . , pn)

with supportS, wherepi = x, for an appropriately chosen positive even integerx that is at least 4, for

i ∈ Sj and pi = 2 for i ∈ S − Sj, andpi = 0 for i /∈ S. Let i∗ be the index of a variable nodev∗ in

Sj. If there are distinct codewordsc(1), c(2), . . . , c(t) whose supports containv∗ and whose supports

are contained inS, then let i1, i2, . . . , it′ be the indices of variable nodes in the supports of these

codewords outside ofSj . (Note that we choose the smallest numbert′ ≤ t of indices such that each

codeword contains one of the variable nodesvi1 , . . . , vit′
in its support.) The following weight vector

w = (w1, . . . , wn) ensures thatp is a bad pseudocodeword.

wi =



























−1 if i = i∗

+1 if i = i1, i2, . . . , it′

M if i /∈ S

0 otherwise
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(Note thatx can be chosen so thatpwT < 0 and it is clear thatcwT ≥ 0 for all codewords in the code.)

Now supposeSj contains the support of a codewordc′ and has propertyΘ, then we can construct a bad

pseudocodeword onSj using the previous argument and that in part 2(a)(i) above (since Sj is minimal)

and allow the remaining components ofp in S −Sj to have a component value of 2. It is easy to verify

that such a pseudocodeword is bad.

Conversely, suppose every minimal stopping setSj within S does not have propertyΘ and contains

the support of some non-zero codewordc(j) within it. Then, this means thatSj = supp(c(j)) and that

between every pair of nodes withinSj there is a path that contains only degree two check nodes inG|Sj
.

Then, for any pseudocodewordp with supportS, there is a decomposition ofp, as in Lemma 5.2, such

that p can be expressed as a linear combination of codewordsc(j)’s. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, there are

no bad pseudocodewords with supportS.

Proof of Lemma 5.3:SupposeS is minimal and does not have propertyΘ. Then each pair of nodes inS

are connected by a path via degree two check nodes, and hence all components of a pseudocodewordp on S

are equal. IfS is the support of a codewordc, then any pseudocodeword is a multiple ofc, and sotS = 1.

If S is not the support of a codeword, then the all-two’s vector isthe only irreducible pseudocodeword, and

tS = 2.

Proof of Theorem 5.4:Let the LDPC codeC represented by the LDPC constraint graphG have blocklength

n. Note that the weight vectorw = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) has only+1 or −1 components on the BSC, whereas

it has every componentwi in the interval[−L,+L] on the truncated AWGN channelTAWGN(L), and has

every componentwi in the interval(−∞,+∞) on the AWGN channel. That is,

PB
BSC(G) = {p|∃w ∈ {+1,−1}n s.t. pwT < 0, cwT ≥ 0,∀0 6= c ∈ C}.

PB
TAWGN(L)(G) = {p|∃w ∈ [+L,−L]n s.t. pwT < 0, cwT ≥ 0,∀0 6= c ∈ C}.

PB
AWGN (G) = {p|∃w ∈ (−∞,+∞)n s.t. pwT < 0, cwT ≥ 0,∀0 6= c ∈ C}.

It is clear from the above that, forL ≥ 1, PB
BSC(G) ⊆ PB

TAWGN(L)(G) ⊆ PB
AWGN (G).
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